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In this template, the Body font is Palatino and
the Headings font Gill Sans (which is also used
for these eye-catching notes and for captions).
They share some characteristics of shape
although technically Gill Sans is a Humanist font
and Palatino an Old Style. I chose these two
specifically because a) I believe you would have
them on any computer you are using and b)
they both have full-height, baseline-aligned digits
(1234567890 1234567890).
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Table 1. This table showing colors used in this template has the VQEGeLetter table style applied; the
table is right aligned so that it will "bleed" into the wide left margin if it is wider than 4.25". If you want
the caption to also bleed, you will have to manually adjust the left indent of the caption. Add an empty
carriage return formatted with “No Spacing” after the table to insert the correct amount of space
before the following paragraph.
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Name were we at hope. Remainder household direction
zealously the unwilling bed random. Lose and gay ham sake
met that. Stood her place one ten spoke yet. Head case knew
ever set why over. Roused get enable garret estate old county.
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Type the text for a Margin breaking note and
then apply the style. The frame is set to float ½
inch below the first line of the following
paragraph.
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 List Paragraph Style
 Random text inserted
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Figure 1. This Margin breaking figure is not full page width.
Insert the figure in front of an empty carriage return, then apply
the style. Then select the figure and apply the caption using the
Word function “Insert Caption.” The caption will be included in
the frame that holds the image and should wrap to match the
width of the image. The position of the frame for a margin
breaking figure is set at 0" relative to the following paragraph.
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Mind yet did quit high even you went.
Education against the two however not

nothing prudent colonel greater. Up husband removed parties
staying he subject.
But I must explain to you how all this mistaken idea of
denouncing of a pleasure and praising pain was born and I
will give you a complete account of the system, and expound
the actual teachings of the great explorer of the truth, the
master-builder of human happiness. No one rejects, dislikes,
or avoids pleasure itself, because it is pleasure, but because
those who do not know how to pursue pleasure rationally
encounter consequences that are extremely painful. 1
On the other hand, we denounce with righteous indignation
and dislike men who are so beguiled and demoralized by the
charms of pleasure of the moment, so blinded by desire, that
they cannot foresee the pain and trouble that are bound to
ensue; and equal blame belongs to those who fail in their duty
through weakness of will, which is the same as saying through
shrinking from toil and pain.
1

This is a footnote. It contains a hyperlink.
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Figure 2. This is a full-page-width figure with an equivalent full-page-width caption that wraps to the width of the frame. Set the
image size first, then apply Margin breaking figure. The frame may (is likely to) have to be manually resized to match the figure
width. For accuracy, wave your cursor in the general area of where you expect the frame edge to be until it turns into a cross,
then right-click and set the width at 6.5" in the “Format Frame …” dialog box.

These cases are perfectly simple and easy to distinguish. In a
free hour, when our power of choice is untrammeled and
when nothing prevents our being able to do what we like best,
every pleasure is to be welcomed and every pain avoided. But
in certain circumstances and owing to the claims of duty or the
obligations of business it will frequently occur that pleasures
have to be repudiated and annoyances accepted. The wise
man therefore always holds in these matters to this principle
of selection: he rejects pleasures to secure other greater
Nor again is there anyone who loves or pursues or desires to
obtain pain of itself, because it is pain, but occasionally
circumstances occur in which toil and pain can procure him
some great pleasure. To take a trivial example, which of us
ever undertakes laborious physical exercise, except to obtain
some advantage from it? But who has any right to find fault
with a man who chooses to enjoy a pleasure that has no
annoying consequences, or one who avoids a pain that
produces no resultant pleasure?
This margin contained end note will
always be positioned at the bottom
of the page.
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